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After the publication of our last newsletter, WSDHA has become aware of several more
complaints and investigations of dental hygiene practice. We would like to reiterate that every
hygienist take the time to review our current Practice Act (RCWs and WACs) as they apply to
where and how you practice your profession of dental hygiene.
There has been a marked increase in the number of investigations in the last 1 ½ years.
Usually, most DOH investigations are driven by patient complaints. The majority of the current investigations are not complaint driven. The DOH stated that several of these investigations have been instigated by quarterly reports required for some practice settings with collaborative supervision.

Of particular interest to all practicing hygienists is the current interpretation of the law
pertaining to the use of topical anesthetics. The hygienists undergoing investigation have
9 - Summer Component News used topical anesthetic for patient comfort during procedures. This has been interpreted by
the Department of Health as practicing outside our scope of practice – interpreting this as the
13 - DOH Updated Website
same as administering local anesthesia by injection. The DOH has interpreted any use of topical anesthetic as requiring the close supervision of a dentist. Although topical anesthetics
14 - C. difficile infections
are available as on over-the-counter product, the DOH has defined them as a local anesthetic
without any differentiation between topical and injectable. Currently the DOH believes that
15 - News & Notes
any practice setting requires close supervision for the use of topical – including your employer being on vacation or just late coming back from lunch.
8 - Summer Tobacco Update

Your Association
will always have
your back

For the practitioners involved, these investigations are very costly – in terms of time,
money, stress, and frustration. The profession and hygienists as individuals will need to support them. (We will send you notification of how your can donate by email. ed)
As more and more practice settings allow for unsupervised or collaborative practice for
our profession, practitioners must be diligent in following the laws that allow for these settings. While WSDHA will stand by any hygienist practicing lawfully and ethically, our association will insist that hygienists familiarize themselves with current law, standards of practice, and Code of Ethics.
Here is where to find information: Go to: www.doh.wa.gov
Click on: topics A-Z ; then “D” - for dental hygienists and dentists
Dental Hygiene Practice Act (RCW 18.29) and Rules (WAC 246-815)
Dental Practice Rules (WAC 246-817-550,560,570)
www. wsdha.com (members section)
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You are the Hero of the Story!
There are 4946 licensed dental hygienists practicing in Washington in the
Department of Health database. Without conscious thought, the limited vision
of the large percentage of non members put all hygienists in Washington at risk.
The too low membership percentage and consequent lack of financial resources leave your profession without enough power in Olympia to wield the
influence necessary to defend members against the current attacks against hygienists:
• bullying investigations by the Department of Health that have nothing to
do with patient complaints or quality of care;
• efforts to undermine the current scope of practice by narrow interpretations of the regulations and law;
• actual charges being brought against community practicing hygienists
who have safely and effectively served the most needy in the community for
over 30 years;
• actions against dentists who signed collaborative agreements for these
community practices;
• threats which force hygienists to sign agreements whereby they are “admitting” they did something wrong in order to maintain their businesses.
You all know hygienists who are not members, who have never been members, and/or actively state that there is no value to membership.
WSDHA supports the current and future careers of all practicing dental hygienists and dental hygiene students, all of whom have a stake in our holding the
line; expanding the scope of practice and creating new job options for the future.
Surely, in this economy, making dues a budget priority is hard and may represent a sacrifice – and you have made it. But how can the other hygienists continue NOT be members when such challenges exist to their own future? You, as
a member, already know the answer!
It is time for members to challenge your non-member colleagues to wake up
and act for everyone’s future.
As a non-hygienist – I just can’t wrap my mind around the conundrum of
expecting the association to defend the profession while not supporting it. g

Be the missing piece:
Contribute to a legal defense fund to
assist dental hygienists with legal costs
accrued defending against charges.
WSDHA will notify you by email how
and when you can help colleagues with
your donations.
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Message from your President
Lynn Stedman, WSDHA President 2012

In the past month your elected Delegates and Alternate Delegates to the ADHA Annual Session have been busy reading the Proposed Resolutions and Proposed By-Laws
changes to be discussed at the House of Delegates in Phoenix, AZ this month. One of
the interesting word changes that has been proposed in some of these is to take the word ‘supports’ and replace it with
‘advocates.’
For many of you who are familiar with how tedious the debates can become when different delegations argue on
the House floor for changes in words or verbiage in a Resolution or By-Law, I would encourage you to look closely at
the difference that the word ‘advocate’ can make. It can be a noun (someone who speaks for another’s case), or it can
be a verb (we advocate for changes in our profession that will enhance it and move it forward). Either way, it has more
punch to it than ‘supports’ and is a word that implies ACTION.
To advocate is something we already know about and use in our work as dental hygienists.
•

We advocate for our patients by making sure they get the appropriate coverage through their insurance carriers
for the services we provide;

•

We advocate for them when we interface with their health care providers and get clarification for them regarding their physical health issues or medications;

•

We advocate for them when we recommend a specialist or steer them toward getting a physical or give them
Diabetes education;

•

We advocate for them when we listen to their concerns and life stories and help them find community resources
to better their lives.

Now it’s time that we begin to more strategically advocate for ourselves, our colleagues and our profession.
The changes coming our way in how oral health care is delivered are beginning to surface and they will be coming
at a faster and faster pace. Our challenge is to be at the table and to be included in decisions that will shape the future
of health care delivery and to be certain that our skills and education are accurately represented to those who believe
they are the sole decision makers of our futures.
If an advocate is “a person who supports someone to make their voice heard, or ideally to speak up for themselves” then it is time we begin to look strategically at how we can advocate for our stake in the future of oral health
care.
If the desire to be a part of shaping the future is of interest to you but you don’t know where to start, consider becoming a delegate from your component and attend our next House of Delegates, October 13-14, 2012 in Bremerton.
WSDHA will be bringing in specialists to develop our skills to become better advocates for ourselves both personally and professionally.
If you are a new graduate or a student, come to learn how to present yourself, your ideas and talents more effectively to those who will be interviewing you – and how you can begin meaningful conversations with decision makers
about dental hygienists creating access in a non-traditional work settings.
WSDHA will be sending out a survey in the next week or two to ask all of our members what is currently of greatest
importance to them. Take the time to answer it and let us know how we can advocate for you.

I am still determined to be cheerful and happy, in whatever situation I may be; for I have also learned from experience that the greater part of our happiness or misery depends upon our dispositions, and not upon our circumstances.
Martha Washington, 1732-1802
Human beings, by changing the inner attitudes of their minds, can change the outer aspects of their lives. William
James 1842-1910
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WSDHA Gearing Up for Election Season
Melissa Johnson, WSDHA Lobbyist
As the 2012 legislative sessions become a distant memory, WSDHA’s advocacy efforts shift to the campaigns for state legislative and statewide races. This year, all of the members of the House of Representatives and half of the Senate members will stand
for re-election. And about a third of current legislators are either retiring or running for a different elected office. That means that
there will be many new faces joining the ranks of the Legislature in 2013.
Much is riding on the outcome of these campaigns. The Democrats in the House of Representatives currently have a fairly
commanding 56-42 majority over the Republicans; while the number of seats may change by a small handful, the Democratic
majority is not expected to change. The Senate, however, is a different story. Senate Democrats now hold a five-seat majority,
which means that the Senate Republicans have to win three seats to take control. Even if there is no control change, it is likely
that the majority will get closer, so that both parties will have to work together to pass legislation.
In the race for the Governor’s office, Republican State Attorney General Rob McKenna and Democratic Congressman Jay
Inslee are vying for that position. Should Attorney General McKenna win, he will be the first Washington Republican governor
elected since Governor John Spellman in the early 80’s.
Obviously, WSDHA has a vested interest in the outcome of these elections. The Legislature holds the key to the dental hygiene scope of practice and other health care issues important to WSDHA. That’s why we will spend much time and energy this
spring, summer, and fall re-connecting with incumbent legislators and meeting with candidates new to the scene.
In addition, the Washington Hygienists’ PAC (WHY-PAC) will be developing its candidate contribution list in the coming
weeks. This way, we can ensure our legislative allies return to Olympia and that new legislators sympathetic to our issues enter
the Legislature next year.
How can you be a part of this grassroots effort? Volunteer to meet with the candidates in your legislative district! It’s easy
(I will help you with this) and it’s a great way to make a contribution to your association. Please contact me at melissajohnson@
att.net if you’re interested.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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How to renew in real time:

Go to www.adha.org
Login with your ADHA membership number
Enter your password: first 3 letters of last name,
followed by your membership number again.
You can also fax renewal forms to 312-4671806 or
contact ADHA directly: 312-440-8900 (1)
Quarterly payments are once again an option

Why Consumers Need to be Involved in
Scope of Practice Reform
Points to Consider
Are you aware that 1 in 5 Americans are affected by shortages of primary care providers?
According to the federal government, 65 million people live in “health provider shortage areas.” In other words, 1 in 5
Americans finds it difficult if not impossible to see a doctor for preventative care, treatment of minor health problems, and even
treatment of serious illness. Some residents in rural areas have to drive over 100 miles to see a doctor. Those who are unable
to obtain primary care may develop more serious illnesses and seek treatment in hospital emergency rooms, which results in
longer waiting times for other patients and higher health care costs for all of us.

Do you know that many health care providers are trained and willing to help meet this need, if only they
were permitted to do so?
Aside from physicians and dentists, many other health care providers are ready to step up and meet the growing demand
for medical care. Based on 2008 estimates, there are 158,348 nurse practitioners, 34,821 nurse anesthetists, 18,492 nurse
midwives, 74,800 physician assistants, 185,500 physical therapists, 152,000 psychologists, 49,100 chiropractors, 34,800 optometrists, 174,100 dental hygienists, 269,900 pharmacists, 104,500 occupational therapists, 105,900 respiratory therapists,
12,200 podiatrists, and 119,300 speech-language pathologists, just to mention a few of the professions in the “non-physician”
health care workforce. There is a total of 1,308,261 professionals in just these fourteen specialties, greater than the total number
of doctors and dentists, which was only 803,300 (661,400 physicians and surgeons, 141,900 dentists) in 2008.

Why are we not relying more on “non-physician” professionals to give patients more options and provide
more types of services, especially given the shortage of primary care physicians?
Health care professionals are regulated by the states in which they practice. State legislatures determine the requirements
one must meet to be licensed to practice a particular health care profession and the rules one must follow when providing patient care. These laws are known as “Practice Acts.”
These acts are enforced by licensing boards, which are made up of members of the regulated profession(s), and a small
number of representatives of the public. Licensing board members are typically appointed by the state governor. In addition
to enforcing the practice act, licensing boards adopt rules and policies that spell out in more concrete terms the meaning of the
practice act and other legislation enacted to govern the professions.
One important piece of legislation that health professional licensing boards are empowered to implement through rulemaking is Scope of Practice laws that govern which professions can do what to whom, in what settings and under what circumstances. Originally these rules were designed to protect the public (so optometrists don’t provide physical therapy, for
example), but they have become outdated and are often unnecessarily restrictive, given changes in the education and training
of non-physician providers and changes in thinking about the most sensible ways to deploy the health care workforce. Each
health profession has a financial interest in how scope of practice laws are written both for their own profession and for professions considered competitors. As a result health professions invest heavily into lobbying state legislatures to make decisions
favorable to them, and the state legislatures often make decisions based on which profession has the most effective lobbyists,
rather than what is most consistent with the best interests of health care consumers.

Why would Scope of Practice laws prevent health professionals from being able to provide services that
they are qualified to provide?
As professions evolve and adopt new techniques and technologies education, training, and licensure requirements change
accordingly. But Scope of Practice laws in many states have not kept up. ……………….
An example involves dental hygiene. Some state Scope of Practice laws permit licensed dental hygienists to go to longterm care facilities to clean residents’ teeth. Some states permit dental hygienists to practice independently in public dental
clinics. However, most state Scope of Practice laws do not allow dental hygienists to practice outside of a dental office where
the supervising dentist is physically present. It is hard to explain why dental hygienists are qualified to deliver services independently in one state but not another. It is also hard to understand why dental hygienists are permitted in some states to practice
independently in a public clinic, but not in a long-term care facility, an outpatient center, or a retail mall.
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What is the difference between Direct Supervision, Collaborative Practice Agreements, and Independent
Practice?
State laws define several relationships between physicians and dentists and other health care providers. The most restrictive
is direct supervision. Direct supervision requires that a physician (or dentist) be physically present to oversee the services being
provided by a non-physician health care professional, such as a physician assistant (or dental hygienist). Indirect supervision
is somewhat less restrictive in that it requires a physician (or dentist) be present in the building, but not necessarily in the room
where the non-physician health care professional is providing services.
General supervision or collaborative practice agreements do not require the physician (or dentist) to be in the same building or even in the same city as the health care professional providing services to patients. Under these arrangements, the supervising professional signs an agreement with the supervised health care provider to monitor, review and/or advise (depending on
specific legal requirements) on the care provided by the supervised professional and concur with or challenge the chosen course of
treatment for specific patients. These arrangements also sometimes specify which services the supervised practitioner is allowed
to provide or the medications he or she is allowed to prescribe. Sometimes these arrangements are called independent practices
because the physician (or dentist) is not present when services are provided and the non-physician provider makes most day-today decisions about patient care.
The least restrictive regulatory arrangement for health care professionals is autonomous independent practice. Unlike
general supervision or collaborative practice agreements, autonomous independent practice does not involve any oversight over
or confirmation of decisions made by the non-physician who makes all diagnostic assessments and treatment recommendations
based on his or her own judgment.

How do these different requirements affect the care available to you?
Unjustified scope of practice restrictions that prevent non-physician providers from practicing to the full extent of
their training and skills interfere with patient access to quality affordable health care services. When advanced practice
nurses, physician assistants, physical therapists, (dental hygienists), pharmacists, psychologists, and other non-physician professionals are prevented from practicing to their full capacity by unnecessary restrictions on their scope of practice, or unnecessarily
burdensome supervision requirements, patients and their insurers incur unnecessary costs. This one of the reasons we have
seen such a growth in retail clinics because they address both access and cost concerns.

What does it mean for scope of practice decisions to be evidence-based?
In many of CAC’s publications, as well as other literature on this subject, you will encounter references to evidence and
recommendations that scope of practice decisions be evidence-based. This notion is based on the principle that scope of practice decisions should be made based on the demonstrated ability of various health care professions to deliver services safely and
effectively and that some professions will have overlapping scopes of practice. The opposing concept holds that if one health
care profession can deliver a certain service or category of services, then no other profession can deliver the same services. The
concept of “exclusive scopes” is concerned with economic and political benefits for one profession over another, rather than with
what is in the best interest of consumers.
Currently, many professions are unable to point to a significant body of evidence from the civilian health care system in the
US ...., primarily because researchers cannot study the safety and efficacy of practices that are currently illegal under state scope
of practice laws and regulations. However, there is top-level evidence pertinent to a number of professions that comes from oversees and federal health programs, including the VA, the Military Health System, and the Indian Health Service.
Also, some professions, such as advanced practice nurses and dental hygienists, can cite significant amounts of high-quality
evidence from the states where these professionals have been allowed to practice independently.

Will reforming Scope of Practice laws improve access to care by resulting in a more efficient use of the
healthcare workforce?
Reforming scope of practice laws and regulations is the essential first step toward empowering non-physician health care
providers and improving consumer access to care. Once scope of practice laws have been modified to enable professionals to
practice to the full extent of their training and to allow new models of care to emerge, it will be necessary to address other barriers
in the way of professional empowerment and consumer access to care. These include reimbursement policies, insurance practices
and regulations, organizational policies, and educational opportunities, among others.
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What can you do to ensure that quality, affordable health care is available from non-physician providers in
your state?
First, familiarize yourself with the situation in your state. Find out what services Scope of Practice provisions in your state’s
Practice Acts allow and don’t allow non-physician professionals to provide and under what circumstances. Find out about Scope
of Practice bills pending in your state legislature or rule making proceedings scheduled by health professional licensing boards.

Do some research to help you evaluate whether the Scope of Practice restrictions in existing law or in pending legislation or
regulation appear to be reasonably justified. Resources you may want to consult include publications available on CAC’s Web
site (www.cacenter.org). These publications include Reforming Scopes of Practice: A White Paper, Reforming Scopes of Practice: Empowering Non-Physician Providers To Meet The Health Care Needs Of Consumers And Communities – A Toolkit (for
advocates and decision-makers), and FAQs relevant to specific professions. Check the Web sites of professional organizations for
different health professions to see what they say about the issues, and go to your local library to search for additional information
about the content and impact of Scope of Practice laws.

If you conclude that the Scope of Practice laws or regulations in your state may be too restrictive, ask your elected officials
and appointed regulators to explain the reasoning behind the restrictions. Ask whether they took into consideration the impact of
the restrictions on your and other consumers’ access to and choice of care. Ask if they considered the experience with the quality
of care in other states where there are less restrictive scopes of practice for the profession under consideration.

Make your position known at legislative hearings and rule-making proceedings. If you belong to a consumer or citizen organization encourage its members to get involved. Discuss the subject with friends, family members, and colleagues. Make them
aware of the impact scope of practice laws have on the access to care in your community.

Help raise the awareness of other consumers in your state. Try to find people who have received good care from a nurse
practitioner, a physician assistant, a physical therapist, a dental hygienist, a psychologist, a podiatrist, a clinical social worker, an
optometrist, a chiropractor, a nurse anesthetist, a nurse midwife, an occupational therapist or any other non-physician provider
send their stories in to your local newspaper, TV news network, or a blog dealing with health care issues in your state. Also, you
can write op-ed pieces for your local newspaper and post comments on blogs.
This publication was produced by Citizen Advocacy Center (CAC). For questions, comments and further information please contact CAC at davidswankin@cacenter.org. This article used with the permission of CAC.

We urge you to read the above article and distribute it to friends and family. Encourage them to address the issue of increasing access by the use of “non-dentist”
providers and to challenge restrictive supervision requirements and limiting interpretations of scope of practice issues with their elected officials.
It is the public who can make the demand loud enough for the legislature to hear
and respond. You can help too.
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Hip and Knee Replacements in Future for
Arthritic Smokers

by Margaret J. Fehrenbach, RDH, MS, ADHA Tobacco Cessation Liaison to WSDHA and
Committee Member, ADHA Tobacco Intervention Initiative, www.dhed.net

People with arthritis, especially those with osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis, are some of the most likely to
need hip and knee replacements, making them especially vulnerable to the ill effects of smoking. This comes from two
recent studies that report smoking — past or present — is harmful for hip and knee replacement patients.
The revision rate for the surgeries — the number of operations that needed to be redone — was 10 times greater for
smokers compared to non-smokers. Complications such as blood clots, abnormal heartbeats, and kidney failure were
also more prevalent for smokers. Sadly, the researchers did not see a significant difference between current smokers
and patients who had smoked heavily in the past but since stopped; the damage may have already been done.
There are several reasons smoking hinders healing. As we know our background on periodontal disease, nicotine is
a very potent constrictor, decreasing blood supply, which results in the surgery wounds receiving less oxygen and white
blood cells. In turn, that can lead to an increased risk of infection.
Remember to tell your eligible state resident patients about the Washington State Tobacco Quit Line (800-QUITNOW), which provides free help to people who are ready to quit tobacco use. Quit coaches help callers identify triggers
for tobacco use, cope with withdrawal symptoms, and develop a personal plan to quit; then, if there is new funding,
they can reach out to provide them with free coaching sessions and printed materials (see http://doh.wa.gov/tobacco/
quit/quitline.htm).
However, as a result of statewide budget cuts in the last legislative session, fewer services are now available from
the Washington State Tobacco Quitline. Benefits once available statewide, are now only available for certain groups
and people. Have your patient also check with their employer to see if they have tobacco cessation coverage. At least
45 statewide employers still cover the cost of a tobacco cessation program for their employees and/or members. Some
people on Medicaid are also covered.

Another Plea for Salary Survey
Participation
We are still conducting this year’s salary and benefits survey. The results will be
posted on our website when we have enough participants to make the data useable.
To date we only have 75 participants
Dental Connections and WSDHA cooperate in this project. Completing the salary survey is simple and only takes a few minutes. If you have worked with Dental
Connections to find employment in the past log onto your www.dentalconnections.
com user account and follow the steps below. New users will need to create an account to submit a survey. If you have trouble, call Dental Connections at: 253-5882101
http://dentalconnections.com/SalaryResults.aspx
Step 1: Once you are logged on click "Salary Survey" from the navigation bar at
the top. This will take you to the salary survey page.
Step 2: Click the "Take the Salary Survey" link in the Survey Results by Profession window.
Step 3: Choose your position and submit the rest of your answers.
If you are only creating a user account to take the survey Dental Connections
will not use your email address for any type of marketing or further communication.
If you want to have your user account deleted after taking the survey you can send an
email to info@dentalconnections.com and it will be removed. This is a non-scientific
survey and your answers are strictly confidential.
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Summer Component News

Greater Seattle DHS
Jane Moreno, Trustee
Component Activities:

Shoreline Graduating Class Dinner and CE
April 12, 6:30; Dinner with Shoreline Community College Graduating Class and Mentors as well as many other
members. Held at Shoreline DH School. We held an open
discussion on the requested topics by the students: Where are
the jobs? Time management with patients? DDS’s expectations of an RDH-i.e. responsibilities, Interviewing to make a
good impression. Dinner was provided by GSDHS (Panera
Salads with all the trimmings). We selected at time that was
most convenient for the students. It was on a Thursday rather
than Tuesday, on our regular meeting date. Mentor/mentee
time was provided and gave a nice event for them to get together. The students were to invite their mentors if that was
convenient.

Clydene Evans-Wenzel &
Shawn at Special Olympics

Greater Seattle’s booth at Special Olympics - pictured are
Dee Banfield, Melody Clark,
Shawn and Pam Anderson

Seattle Central Graduating Class Dinner and CE
May 9, 6:30; Joint Meeting with Snohomish Component;
Dinner with Seattle Central Community College Graduating
Class. We held at Seattle Vocational Institute(SVI), the off
site clinical facility for SCCC. Cecilia Baca, Snohomish Component Trustee, conducted the program and Snohomish members took the lead on food and entertainment. Dinner was
catered from El Adobe Mexican Restaurant. They also graciously arranged massages for the graduating students. The
program consisted of lively discussion of why and how people
became members of WSDHA/ADHA. It was so informative.
Some mentors and mentees were able to have time together
and it was a nice event for them to get together. The students
were to invite their mentors if that was convenient.

Eastern Washington DHS
Barbi Lynch, Trustee
In March of this year RDH’s from the local component,
participated in the “Smiles for Veteran’s Day” at the EWU
Dental Hygiene Clinic. Local dentists, faculty volunteers and
all 103 dental hygiene students joined together to make this a
huge success.
The clinic was able to see 66 clients, $24,000 in services
were provided. Many veterans went home with completed
dental hygiene therapy. The veterans are now established clients at this clinic and have access to discount restorative work
and continued dental hygiene care. The veteran’s were very
appreciative of the services they received and the volunteers
had such a rewarding experience. The committee that planned
this event received great feedback and Eastern is excited to
continue community events for various populations with the
help of the local component.

Special Thanks to Special Olympics Volunteers
June 2nd: Special Olympics at Fort Lewis. It has been an
annual Component activity for more than 20 years. Toothpastes and toothbrushes were provided. The volunteers were:
Shawn and Pam Anderson, Dee Banfield, Melody Clark,
Clydene Evans-Wenzel,
Board meetings
Several board meetings have been held in preparation for
our meetings in April and May and also for the Special Olympics. Our next Board meeting is June 14th at 7PM at Olympic
Pizza. We enjoy socializing and working and dinner.

EWDHS saw an increase in attendance at our meetings.
We are excited to be planning for the upcoming year that will
start in September. Our President Elect, Vhari Rust-Clark
RDH, BSDH will be over in October. The support of local
hygienists coming forward to help with meetings and involvement in the community is what we are about. A big thank you
to everyone in EWDHS.

I totally take back all those times I didn't want to nap when I was younger
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Mt. Rainier DHS
April Scanlin, Trustee

Greater SW WA DHS
Ron Fields, Trustee

The excitement is building over here in Pierce County.
We would love to see some old and new faces who have been
a member and not had the opportunity to come to our monthly
meetings.

We recently had our last meeting before the summer
break. On May 21, the component held a meeting with a
light dinner provided on Dental Hygiene in Alternate Settings. Clark College dental hygiene students presented their
Community Health projects highlighting disparities in access
to oral health care services in Clark County, EWU Degree
completion students presented their research projects and
practicing hygienists shared their experiences providing care
international settings.

If you are one who is challenged to come to our meetings
please contact me to see what we can do to help make it happen. We have resources to help with carpooling and possibly
babysitting!
Our component will not be meeting again until September 2012 check schedules at: www.freewebs.com/mtrainierdhs or contact myself at scanlin5@comcast.net or any of our
new board officers:

The component had several CE opportunities throughout
the year, and the money from CE goes to a scholarship fund.
A scholarship panel selected three Clark College dental hygiene students to honor at this meeting. Congratulations to
Albina Burunova, Hillary Garner and Allison Raphael.

President: Shari Leingang
Secretary: Cheryl Fewins
Treasurer: Carol Roberton
Trustee: April Scanlin
Things to think about over the summer:
July 14 WSDHA Strategic Planning Meeting. Participation is welcome..so come and help at our state association
meeting. The meeting will be held in Lynnwood at the Embassy Suites. Carpooling with April available.
October 13-14 House of Delegates at the Kitsap Convention Center in Bremerton. Our component will need around
ten MRDHS members to represent us and join in the fun event.
Do you have topic ideas for our monthly meetings or
would you like to speak to the component? Contact any of our
board members. I can't wait to see or hear from you, Enjoy the
summer...April :^)

The component welcomed the new graduates to the Association. The Greater Southwest Washington DHS would like
to congratulate all the dental hygiene graduates of 2012. We
wish you all the best of luck in all areas of practice and future
endeavors! We are hoping every single one of them becomes
a member after graduation!
Thank you to all who contributed to a successful year.
Don’t forget to watch for upcoming newsletters and events
starting in autumn! We plan to meet every other month starting again in September.
Please feel free to contact leadership with your ideas and
suggestions for meeting speakers and topics. You may also
contact me with your suggestions at wfieldsrdh@comcast.net.
Have a great summer and relax!

I think part of a best friend's job should be to immediately clear your computer history if you die.
Nothing sucks more than that moment during an argument when you realize
you're wrong.
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Mt. Baker DHS
Mindy Lisosky, Trustee
MBDHS finished off our regular meetings May 17th with
a Spring Fling at Guisseppe’s Italian Restaurant. Our guest
speaker was Lynn Stedman RDH, BS, M Ed, MA, President
of WSDHA and Director of the Dental Hygiene Program at
Columbia Basin Community College. Her presentation was
thought provoking and inspiring. The BTC students of the hygiene class of 2012 were our guests.
Some of our members will be volunteering with Whatcom
Homeless Connect in Bellingham on July 27. To volunteer,
contact Dr. Laurie Brion at laurie_brion@comcast.net.
We are currently revising our MBDHS By-Laws. Thanks
to Chris Harwood for spearheading that project!
Our kick off CE for September features Kathy Bassett
BSDH, RDH, and M Ed. Her topic will include “Local Anesthesia: Beyond the Basics”. Other detailsTBA.
We chose our officers and Delegates for the 2012-2013
year. They are President, Nona Groesbeck; Vice President,
Nina Karhinen; Secretary, Ashley Cave; Treasurer, Jan Crouse.
Delegates chosen to attend WSDHA House of Delegates
October 13 & 14 2012 at the Kitsap Convention Center at
Bremerton Harbor are Jan Crouse, Nina Karhinen, Renee Berberena, Nona Groesbeck, Chris Harwood, Alicia Watson, and
Alternate Delegate Jacqueline Juhl. Chris Harwood agreed to
continue as our Education Chair, and Kristie Mark continues
as our volunteer Job Placement Contact.

2012 Symposium for Oral Health Professionals

Kitsap County DHS
Heidi Glastetter, Trustee

Thanks to all of our officer and other volunteers for their
contributions this last year!

We have several exciting events planned this year and
welcome you to join up with us on the peninsula for professional networking and enrichment. We have a great deal of
FUN…. as hygienists meeting other hygienists, outside of the
clinic!

Our second Dental Hygiene class from Bellingham Technical College will graduate on June 20th at the Mt Baker Theatre with the Pinning Ceremony at the Bellingham Golf and
Country Club on Friday, June 22nd. Congratulations to them
all!

Our annual WSDHA House of Delegates meeting (HOD)
will take place on October 13 & 14, 2012 and the Kitsap Peninsula Dental Hygiene Society (KPDHS) is the proud host of
this important event. The entire WSDHA Delegate representation will meet together at our own lovely convention center in
Bremerton.

MBDHS is helping Whatcom Alliance for Health Access
put together group oral hygiene classes for patients that will
be receiving donated dentistry. Classes will be held bi-monthly. Watch for sign-ups or contact Mindy Lisosky for more
information at lisos@comcast.net or text 360-296-9466

Columbia Basin DHS
Bobbi Thompson, Trustee

Charlene Meagher has arranged for an informative speaker for the CE event on Friday, Oct. 12th: John Versnel III, of
the Seattle law firm, Lawrence and Versnel, PLLC, will speak
to us on the subject of the ever-growing incidence of lawsuits
against dental professionals. He will be providing us with essential information regarding current trends in opportunistic
litigation and how Washington State dental hygienists can prevent becoming the subject of this kind of action.

Enjoy your summer!
Please join us this Fall in obtaining continuing education,
gathering and sharing feedback. One CE credit will be given
for each meeting, FREE for WSDHA members, $15 for nonmembers.

If you have questions regarding the Kitsap Peninsula
Dental Hygiene Society, please feel free to contact me, Heidi
Glastetter, your KPDHS Trustee, at perioheidi@yahoo.com or
#360.402.5804 or Charlene Meagher, KPDHS meeting coordinator, at cameagher@yahoo.com or #360-377-6486.

Columbia Basin Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Office
512 North Young Street, Kennewick, second Tuesday of each
month (Sept-May) 630-8 PM. Mark your calendars and plan
to attend. If you have any questions please contact: Bobbi
Thompson at bobbijean@charter.net
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Capitol DHS
Sheila Norton, Trustee

North Central Washington DHS
Resa Glessner, Trustee

As the school year ends, so does the year for the Capitol
Component. At our final meeting in May we had elections of
officers for June 2012-May 2013.

There have been two noteworthy CE Lunch and Learns
generously sponsored by Burkharts this spring in NCWDHS.
March was by Hu-Freidy and the last one this May was by 3M
ESPE. These are for the hygienists in our area, and have been
packed with useable tips, the most up to date research, samples given away, and presented by nationally known speakers.

Congrats to: Kelly Green and Laurie DeVol - Co presidents, Donna Cawley-Secretary/information officer, Linda
Clover-Treasurer, Tammy Questi-Liaison to Thurston/Mason
DS, Sheila Norton-Trustee.

The officers are meeting in the summer to plan for the
events, which will begin again in September. They are working to bring an expert on TMJ and muscle massage techniques
to Wenatchee and have a large CE class. They are planning on
inviting all dental personnel and massage therapists as well.
This class is going to be an all day one, and the speaker is
from California. As soon as the details are set, the officers will
mail out the class registration and information to all licensed
hygienists, dentists, assistants and massage therapists.

Our Delegates for October’s HOD are: Kelly Green, Laurie DeVol, Donna Cawley, and Gay Jensen, and alternate delegate Linda Clover.
Thank you to our outgoing officers, Kathy Bassett and Camille Luke!
We will be having our executive board meeting and summer social/potluck get together July 24th, 6 pm at Sheila Norton’s. Come and join the fun! Bring your kayak and prepare
for some fun in the sun!

The component takes the summer off, and will resume the
meetings on Thursday evenings, of every other month, starting in September. Meetings are held at Celebration Lutheran
Church, 801 8th St., East Wenatchee, WA. They begin at 6 or
6:30 and go to 8:30. There is a short business meeting either
before the speaker or right after, depending on the particular speakers needs. There are usually 2 CE credits given. The
only changes to this schedule are that in the spring the format
will change to the Lunch and Learns, which are held during
the workday. Contact President Debra Zyons Howe at zyho@
genext.net for any questions or comments.

Our next meeting will be Tuesday, September 18, 2012.
The speaker will be from Oral B.

Board of Trustees &
WHY-PAC
Two Vacancies

Lake Washington DHS
Shauntá Smith, Trustee

It was with regret that the Board of Trustees received
the resignation of Debi Summers and Vicki Munday from
their respective positions as Nominations Chair and WHYPAC Chair, which is a non-voting liaison position with the
Board.

WSDHA Members Honored by Lake
Washington DHS

Both Debi and Vicki have been challenged with family
obligations that demand their focus, time and energy and
they have made the difficult choice of needing to put these
responsibilities first. We understand and support their decisions to take care of these pressing family needs. They will
be and are missed .

Margaret J. Fehrenbach, RDH, MS, and Diane Daubert,
RDH, MS, both received a Lifetime Achievement Award from
Lake Washington Dental Hygiene Society for their contributions to the dental hygiene profession and their representation
of their component nationally.

The Board of Trustees would welcome any members
who would like to be considered for the Nominations position to help fill the needed responsibilities of this position.

Faith Gant, RDH, MSEd, and Marilyn Rothen, RDH, BS,
both previous recipients, presented the awards, respectively,
at a meeting honoring the newly graduated student dental hygienists from Lake Washington Technical College.

WHY-PAC is also looking for someone to take on leadership of this important separate organization that works
hard to build the funding needed to support candidates that
support important issues to the profession. Interested persons should contact Melody Clark, WHY-PAC Treasurer at
mklisch915@frontier.com.

Both new recipients have a Master's Degree in oral biology from the University of Washington. Margaret recently
completed new editions of Illustrated Anatomy of the Head
and Neck, Mosby's Dental Dictionary, and is working on a
new edition of the Dental Anatomy Coloring Book (Elsevier).

All WSDHA volunteers receive support from the
Board to complete the tasks required and become part of
the leadership team that shapes the goals of the Association – so for those who have been thinking about becoming
more involved – join us and get your feet wet!

Diane Daubert, UW’83, RDH, MS Oral Biology was
names one of four winners of HuFriedy Nevi Scholarships in
February. The $10,000 awards are given to the RDHs to help
them continue their education. Diane is a long time member
of ADHA/WSDHA and teaches at the UW School of Dentistry.
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Department of Health Updated Website
The Department of Health website has changed. The Oral Health program no longer has one home page. Our new site is
topic-driven with new, user-friendly navigation features for easy access to information and services. We realize this is an inconvenience, but we believe users will think the changes were worthwhile and will find the new site easier to use. Your feedback is
important. Please let us know if you are unable to find needed oral health information.
Below is a list of new oral health web pages.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Oral Health
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/OralHealth.aspx
http://www.doh.wa.gov/PublicHealthandHealthcareProviders/HealthcareProfessionsandFacilities/PatientCareResources/OralHealth/OralHealthMessages.aspx
Children and Teens
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/InfantsChildrenandTeens/DiseasePrevention/OralHealth.aspx
Children with Special Needs
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/OralHealth/PeoplewithSpecialNeeds.aspx
Women’s Health
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/WomensHealth/OralHealth.aspx
Older Adults
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/HealthyAging/OralHealthforOlderAdults.aspx
Finding Dental Care
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/OralHealth/FindingDentalCare.aspx
Sealants
http://www.doh.wa.gov/YouandYourFamily/OralHealth/Sealants.aspx
Fluoride and Fluoridation
http://www.doh.wa.gov/PublicHealthandHealthcareProviders/HealthcareProfessionsandFacilities/PatientCareResources/OralHealth/FluoridesFluoridation.aspx
Data and Publications
http://www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReports/HealthBehaviors/OralHealth.aspx
Coalitions
http://www.doh.wa.gov/PublicHealthandHealthcareProviders/HealthcareProfessionsandFacilities/PatientCareResources/OralHealth/OralHealthCoalitions.aspx

Vivian Yost - owner

Find us on
Facebook
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Soroptimist Award to
Jacqueline Juhl

Center for Disease Control Update:
C.difficile Infections
C. difficile infections are at an all-time high.
C. difficile causes many Americans to become sick or die.
• C. difficile infections are linked to 14,000 deaths in
the US each year.
• Deaths related to C. difficile increased 400% between
2000 and 2007, due in part to a stronger germ strain.
• Most C. difficile infections are connected with receiving medical care.
• Almost half of infections occur in people younger
than 65, but more than 90% of deaths occur in people 65 and
older.

ADHA/WSDHA member, Jacqueline Juhl was awarded
the Soroptimist International of Anacortes Thelma Marani
Scholarship for women in health care studies at a luncheon on
April 24th.

• Infection risk generally increases with age; children
are at lower risk.
• About 25% of C. difficile infections first show symptoms in hospital patients; 75% first show in nursing home patients or in people recently cared for in doctors' offices and
clinics.

The award of $1,500 will be paid to Idaho State University
to offset tuition for her double MSDH in Dental Hygiene Education and Dental Public Health degrees.
Jacqueline will graduate in December 2013 and plans to
continue her education in pursuit of a PhD.

C. difficile germs move with patients from one health care
facility to another, infecting other patients.

Jacqueline is currently completing her teaching practicum
at Bellingham Technical College teaching Community Oral
Health III, (Biostatistics and Professional Issues). Well done
Jacqueline.

• Half of all hospital patients with C. difficile infections
have the infection when admitted and may spread it within the
facility.
• The most dangerous source of spread to others is patients with diarrhea.

Great Good News!

• Unnecessary antibiotic use in patients at one facility
may increase the spread of C. difficile in another facility when
patients transfer.

You can now renew your license on line! As of May
16, 2012, the Dental Hygiene and Dental Hygiene Renewable Limited Licenses were put on-line at http://www.doh.
wa.gov/hsqa/RenewalsOnline.htm.

• When a patient transfers, health care providers are not
always told that the patient has or recently had a C. difficile
infection, so they may not take the right actions to prevent
spread.

Your contact information must be current in the system
to renew on-line. Your updated credential will be sent to the
address on file and cannot be forwarded by the USPS.

C. difficile infections can be prevented.

You cannot use the on-line renewal if:

• Early results from hospital prevention projects show
20% fewer C. difficile infections in less than 2 years with infection prevention and control measures.

1. Your credential has already expired
2. You are currently in any other status such as military, inactive or retired

• England decreased C. difficile infection rates in hospitals by more than half in 3 years by using infection control
recommendations and more careful antibiotic use.

3. You want to change your status from active to
military, inactive or retired

http://www.cdc.gov/vitalsigns/HAI/index.html

4. You have an address change
5. You have a name change
In those cases, please contact Customer Service at 360236-4700 for assistance.
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News & Notes

Just dial 211
• An easy-to-remember phone number for people to
call for health and human service information and referrals
and other assistance to meet their needs.

Kansas:
The governor of Kansas has
signed a new law that expands the scope of duties for dental
hygienists to work in prisons and indigent health care clinics,
as well as with low-income seniors and the developmentally
disabled. HB 2631 allows Level III hygienists to: Identify and
remove decay and place a temporary filling; Adjust dentures
and check for sore spots; extract loose baby teeth; Smooth
sharp edges on teeth with power drills; Use local dental anesthesia within limits

• 2-1-1 already reaches over 234 million people in the
U.S. – 78% of the population. In many communities the information about services is also available through a searchable
online database.
American Heart Association -- Despite popular belief,
periodontal disease has not been proven to cause atherosclerotic heart disease or stroke, and treating periodontitis has not
been proven to prevent heart disease or stroke, according to
a statement published in Circulation. The statement was authored by the American Heart Association (AHA) Committee on Rheumatic Fever, Endocarditis, and Kawasaki Disease,
found no conclusive scientific evidence that periodontal disease causes or increases the rates of cardiovascular diseases.
In addition, current data do not indicate whether regular brushing and flossing or treatment of periodontal disease can cut the
incidence of atherosclerosis, they noted. (from DrBiCuspid)

Tennessee:
Tennessee now allows licensed dental hygienists to practice under the supervision of a registered dentist in authorized
public health programs as of April 30, 2012. SB 3269 authorizes licensed dental hygienists to engage in the provision of
preventive dental care in nursing homes, skilled care facilities, nonprofit clinics, and public health programs if all of the
requirements are met.

Fish Oil Could Be Therapy for
Periodontal Disease

New ADHA Member Benefit Added: ADHA new CE
on-line provider partnership with CDE World. Go to www.
adha.cdeworld.com

ScienceDaily (Apr. 24, 2012) — Periodontitis, inflammation of the tissue surrounding the teeth, affects more than half
of adults and is linked to an increased risk of stroke and other
heart problems. To evaluate whether fish oil supplementation could be an adjunct therapy for periodontitis, Dr. Alison
Coates from the University of South Australia and colleagues
from the School of Dentistry at University of Adelaide in
Australia reviewed evidence from eight unique studies that
involved humans.

Hidden Dangers
March 19, 2012 -- Inconsistent sterilization of dental bib
holders resulted in a bacterial load of 70%, according to a
study conducted by researchers at the University of Witten/
Herdecke in Witten, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany.
Inconsistent sterilization protocols can result in the presence of germs, microorganisms, and pseudomonas on bib
chains and holders, the researchers noted in a press release.

Their review of these studies showed that improvements
in clinical measures were common in all studies, but were scientifically significant in two that used a combination of fish oil
and aspirin. Although this is not conclusive evidence, intake of
fish oil is recommended for health benefits beyond the teeth.

The study examined 30 metal and plastic bib holders and
found bacteria present on more than half of them. The predominant bacteria were staphylococci and streptococci. But
they also found various bacterial rods, pseudomonas, fungi,
and other types of cocci, according to Stefan Zimmer, MPHD,
PhD, lead investigator of the study and scientific director.

"I would recommend that people ensure they have a sufficient intake of long chain omega-3 fatty acids in their diet
for general health," said Coates. "In Australia, these types of
fatty acids are considered to be essential with ~500 mg recommended as the suggested dietary target. This equates to approximately 2 fatty fish meals per week."

Composite that kills bacteria?
Scientists using nanotechology at the University of
Maryland School of Dentistry have created the first cavityfilling composite that kills harmful bacteria and regenerates tooth structure lost to bacterial decay.

There are no serious dangers to consuming fish oil. If
people are taking blood thinning medication, then they should
consult with a doctor.

Rather than just limiting decay with conventional fillings, the new composite is a revolutionary dental weapon to
control harmful bacteria, which co-exist in the natural colony of microorganisms in the mouth, says professor Huakun
(Hockin) Xu, PhD, MS, director of the Division of Biomaterials and Tissue, University of Maryland.

The group reports that the evidence for fish oil being effective in reducing periodontal symptoms is building but there
is a need for more well designed studies that evaluate the supplement both alone and in combination with aspirin to be able
to tease out whether fish oil by itself is effective.
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DATES FOR YOUR 2012 CALENDAR!
• July 14: WSDHA Strategic Planning Meeting - participation welcomed
• October 12, 2012: Trends in Litigations, How to Protect Yourself, Bremerton
• October 13-14: House of Delegates at the Kitsap Convention Center, Bremerton

